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FRONT TEETH
A smile is important. It conveys health and self confidence and it says – ‘I am friendly and approachable’. Here are
some ways to improve the look of your smiling apparatus.

WHITENING
We all know instinctively that youngsters have lighter teeth than the folks with the Seniors Cards. As people get older their enamel does get tougher and harder but also more dark and yellow. Whitening makes teeth and
faces look younger.
Most people seem to think their teeth are too dark. In fact the colour of most teeth is half way between average
and ordinary. Normal is usually about the same colour as the whites (the sclera) of the eyes. On the other hand, if you
would like whiter teeth, that is a good reason to have them lightened.
Office bleaching in the dental chair is not permanent, as most of the whitening is simply due to
enamel temporarily drying out. The best, most reliable way is with Home Bleaching
where a thin plastic mouthguard tray and a gel of carbamide peroxide is worn for a
couple of hours each night.
Whitening usually takes between two and five weeks. The effect is safe
and long lasting and has been proven over twenty years.
The only complication is the occasional case of sensitivity but this
is easily overcome by applying a toothpaste such as Neutraflur Sensitive.
For more information see the leading world authority’s website - www.vanhaywood.com.
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BUTTON, THE RED
New patients often wonder where the name, Knapp, came from. Germans suggest it is German in origin while the
Dutch tell me that it must have come from Holland. Being diplomatic I am not one to argue although the family did
live in Britain for centuries and we are probably more British than the Windsors.
Recently one of our Scandinavian patients insisted the name may be Norwegian and
that Knapp means “button.”
He may be right. A thousand years ago the Vikings regularly took to their long boats
and conducted excursions to England (rather like the Balmy Army touring down
under.) During the ravaging, pillaging and plundering there may have been the odd
romantic liaison. It is quite feasible that Button the Viking was part of a raiding party
and is a long lost ancestor.
This is all conjecture, of course, and no one is sure of his complete title or
position. Personally I am inclined to think Button The Fierce, Button The Brutal or
perhaps even Button The Red sounds consistent with the family disposition. Moreover
he was probably the leader of the Viking hordes.
I can just imagine it now. King Norgen stands by a Norwegian fjord addressing his
commander for the benefit of the warriors ‘Fare thee well Button! May the gods grant you fresh winds and smooth seas. Do your nation proud! Rape, Pillage and
plunder and return laden with wheat, gold and flaxen haired maidens. (And by the way Button, this time, don’t come
back with any more souvenir doilies or tea spoons.)’
My theory is that Button liked the warm beer and cricket so much he decided to stay and so began the long English
line of “Buttons.”

CROOKED TEETH
Orthodontics is the best way to straighten front teeth, even for adults. The technology is now quite
advanced so bands and braces work much quicker than previously. They can even be placed on the inside
of teeth so they are completely invisible. For simple cases the Invisalign system can align incisors just with
wearing invisible celluloid style plates, like paper thin mouthguards.
On the other hand orthodontics still takes some time and is quite expensive. Many cases can be improved
with reshaping enamel and bonding, using ‘composite resin’ to effectively change the position of the teeth.
Today’s white filling materials are made to be tough and strong but also to match the colour and opacity of
real teeth. But they can do more than just fill cavities. Because they adher or bond to enamel they can also
alter the shape and alignment of front teeth. The treatments usually take just a couple of appointments.
A few years back I published an article with the ADA entitled Mimicking Tooth Straightening about how
the profession can make smiles appear straight when patients do not want orthodontics. The paper
is available on our website or alternatively a copy may be picked up at the clinic. The photographs give an
idea of what can be accomplished in one or two visits.

COMPOSITE FACINGS
Composite facings are a variation on the porcelain veneers one
hears about. Veneers are like false finger nails, produced in a
laboratory after the front of a tooth has been drilled and glued on
using a cement. They can look very good but are brittle and are
difficult to repair if their edge chips. They are also expensive.

BEFORE

Facings are different. They do not require any drilling, are done
in one appointment using composite resin which adhers to the
enamel and can be readily modified or repaired.
There are all sorts of ways to find out about these facings. Our
nurses can answer many of the questions and there are lots of
AFTER
photos in our before-and-after album. Perhaps the best way
is to check the article I published last month on Managing
The Peg Lateral about restoring pointy front side teeth using the technique. Again copies can be
found at the clinic or online.

COLGATE SLIM SOFT

MOUSSE

Most of the gimmicks added to new toothbrushes actually make a reasonable
brush less effective. Cross action heads, rubber inserts and tongue scrapers in
fact reduce efficiency – they are just there for marketing.
Colgate recently released a no frills toothbrush that is simply well designed.
The Slim-Soft has a small rounded head but a higher number of soft, flexible
bristles packed in. Colgate claim they taper to a much tinier tip than other
brushes, so they are less inclined to scratch at the enamel.
The important feature is the flexibility – soft bristles bend more to reach
where the plaque usually lurks, in the hollows between the teeth and around
the gums. In other words, they get into the crevices.
Hard brushes, and even aggressive electric brushes,
tend to skim over the surface. They will clean the easy
parts but not where the plaque collects and
problems occur. Scrubbing with these brushes will
never whiten a smile. Hard brushes actually yellow
the teeth, by abrading the white enamel and exposing
the dark dentine beneath the surface.
A better answer is to brush hard, around in circles but
with soft brush that actually reaches the plaque.

Tooth Mousse hardens
enamel and reduces
sensitivity by pumping
calcium and phosphate
into the surface.
When there is early
superficial decay it can
sometimes even arrest
the decay and correct the
softening.
But it also leads to less
plaque accumulating
because food debris and
bacteria find it a greater
challenge to stick to
strong, sound enamel.
If teeth are weak there
are all sorts of reasons to
rub in Tooth Mousse a
few times a week.

ZIRCONIA CROWNS

SNIGGER, SNIGGER

Lots of people have heard of zirconia. It is famous for
making up artificial diamonds but it can also be the basis of
beautiful porcelain crowns.
Putting a crown over a broken or discoloured tooth can
be the ultimate. When back teeth require massive restorations crowns can provide much greater strength and more
subtle contour and contact than fillings. On front teeth the
look can appear absolutely
natural.
There are some drawbacks
though.
Achieving the balance between
strength and appearance has
been a challenge. When a crown
is placed on a front tooth and the bite is light there is no
problem - a completely porcelain crown is constructed. Like
a real tooth it will be translucent at the tips and disappear
into the gums, so no edge is seen.
But if the bite is heavy and teeth
worn down, porcelain can be liable
to fracture, so the crown should be
reinforced with a tough inner core
of dark metal.
Traditionally either nickel/chrome
or gold is used and, to prevent an ugly shadow showing
through, technicians mask the darkness by using undercoat
layers of opaque white porcelain. Unless the technician
is very skilful the realism and subtlety tends to be lost.
In the last few years white zirconia (zirconium oxide) has
become a real alternative as a core material. It is virtually as
strong as the metal and has what is known as
‘transformational toughness’ - meaning cracks do not open
up. Most importantly because there is no inner grey to block
out, very translucent porcelain can be used, mimicking the
look of the enamel in real teeth.
At the back of the mouth, where subtly is not an issue,
zirconia can even be used to make up the entire crown, not
just the core. In this case the crowns are thinner, so less
tooth has to be drilled to make room for them.

Everyone hates finding typographical errors in their
letter or presentation, but it is great fun finding typos
in someone else’s. In 1993 I was dismayed when an
article I wrote on anaesthesia for the Australian
Dental Journal had the term ‘interproximal col area’
changed by the ADA to ‘interproximal cool area.’
On the other hand, when one of the Macquarie St.
specialists bitterly attacked my comments and
subsequently published on the same subject, it was
lovely to find him writing authoritatively about the
famous ‘cool area.’ His musings are now in the
dental libraries for the next hundred years.
Last year down on the
Mornington Peninsula,
the local paper ran an
expensive full page ad by a
well known dentist who was
moving back into the area.
Unfortunately his proof reading
was not as good as his dentistry. Apparently he
practiced easthetic dentistry, cared for his
parents and most impressively of all, ran a high
quality denial service.
After considering these claims I eventually came to
the conclusion he was probably onto something
There might well be a place for an effective denial
service and our patients could only welcome the
occasional spot of good news.
‘Yes Mrs. Bloggs, the tooth does have an abscess
but it should never cause any trouble.’
‘Well Mr. Dogsbody, your teeth do have decay but
use a good mouthwash and the germs are sure to
go away.’
Perhaps it is time reality took a back seat. We can all
do with a little encouragement. What do you think?
I think there had beter not be any typos in this
neusletter or I will knot heer the end of it!

BELIEVE IT OR NOT
Sometimes the best way to handle a dental emergency is to not be there when it happens.
After all, there are some crises they do not teach you about in dental school.
Emma, (we will call her) reported that she nearly rang the clinic last week after the most
bizarre accident.
She was distractedly eating lunch at home when she got the tip of her fork stuck tight
between her teeth on one side of her mouth and the rest of the prongs jammed between the
cusps on the other at a 45 degree angle! After some wiggling she still had the fork locked
tight and could not remove it.
Becoming panicky she decided to book in either at the Dental Hospital or our local clinic.
Firstly though, she had to phone her husband in case she was not there when he got home.
After dialling seven digits she suddenly realized she would not be able to speak with a fork
sticking out of her mouth.
That was when the panic set in. She spun around, hit the wall and knocked the fork out
from under her teeth. There was no damage down.
Emma agreed to have this story published because she wanted it to be a lesson to others. Never speak to strangers,
always look before crossing the road and never, ever get a fork stuck in your mouth!

‘THE HANGOVER’ AND THAT TOOTH
Dentists are always good for a laugh in the
movies. The Hangover is a successful film
series, now up to its third episode, but there is
one scene in the original that really stands out.
This is where the conservative young dentist
wakes from a wild night in Las Vegas with his
buddies to find he has an incredible headache,
memory loss and an extracted front tooth. Not
only that, it seems that, after having his drink
spiked, it was he who extracted his own tooth
by way of a dare!
Most times directors want to depict a missing
tooth, the incisor is simply blacked out, but
this looked as if it really was removed at short
notice. The effort suggests an actor with one
heck of a negotiated contract.
In fact, actor Ed Helms’ tooth was already missing, congenitally absent
from birth and, when not in front of the movie cameras, replaced with an
implant. The base, which stays fused to the bone, remained in place but the
visible tooth of metal and porcelain was unscrewed for the movie.
In the old days replacing a front tooth was a minor nightmare. It meant
either constructing a partial plate or placing a bridge, supported by crowns
cemented over the neighbouring teeth. Neither was an ideal solution.
Crowns, for instance, require extensive drilling, which occasionally leads to
nerve damage of the underlying teeth.
Today an implant can be inserted directly into the gap, sometimes with no
time delay between surgery and new tooth.
The work is costly and should be done by
a specialist but the success rate is high.
Another less expensive approach is to
chemically bond a new composite resin
tooth onto one of the neighbours.
My advice is – if you want to replace a
missing tooth find out the pros and cons
about the various techniques. And of
course never accept drinks from strangers,
especially when holidaying in Vegas.

‘THEY SAID I WAS
BRUSHING TOO
HARD.’
We hear this all the time.
Patients complain of cold
sensitivity and present with
tender little grooves at the
necks of their teeth.
Many dentists tell their
patients they are brushing
too hard. In fact the mistake
is probably brushing too
much sideways.

This is what damages the
gums and scratches the
roots, making them tender
to, say, cold water.
A better approach is to
close the jaws slightly to
relax the cheek muscles and
brush hard in large circles.
This will clean better and
avoid abrading the gum and
delicate tooth roots.

SHOULD WISDOM TEETH BE EXTRACTED?
A few lucky people do not have wisdom teeth and some even luckier ones have wisdom teeth that
are completely erupted and harmless. Most of us, though, get stuck with back teeth that are half in, half
out. In other words – impacted.
It is the impacted lower wisdom teeth that usually cause the trouble. The gum
that partly covers them readily collects bacteria and, when these multiply, the
surrounding area will occasionally become infected, swollen and painful.
It is sometimes difficult to predict whether these jammed in teeth will definitely
lead to infection but it is usually wise to not take the risk. The teeth are
more easily removed when individuals are younger and, when a specialist
performs the surgery there is absolutely minimal chance of complications, such
as nerve damage.
Strangely enough, lower wisdom teeth that are deeply stuck in the jaw,
well below the surface, do not cause infection nearly as often. This is just as
well because they can be difficult to extract. Upper wisdom teeth rarely cause
more than an inconvenience.

